VGROW - 16-8-8+20% O.G

16-8-8+20% O.G is an organo-mineral NPK fertilizer made to satisfy the needs of many crops. The balanced ratio of nitrogen –phosphorus-potassium and the further enrichment of sulphur and iron consents an excellent fertilizing technique, respecting the real nutritive needs of the crops. Its assure prompt and gradual nutrition thanks to the presence of organic and ammoniacal nitrogen and to the availability of quantities of completely soluble phosphorus and potassium.

Its characterized by:
- water-soluble sulphur: fundamental in the synthesis of sulphurated proteins: it re-enters the plant as a constituent of vitamins and enzymes
- Organic carbon has protective function on the nutritive elements, improving its assimilability by the crops.

APPLICATION RATE:
Spread the fertilizer and mix thoroughly with soil.
Prepare the soil (Construction)
Grass & Ground Cover Landscape : 2 -3 KG/ m2
Trees : 3 KG/tree
Flowers : 3KG / m2
Palm tree : 3 KG/tree

MAINTANANCE:
Grass & Ground Cover Landscape : 200-400 g/ m2
Trees : 400 g /tree
Flowers : 400 g / m2
Palm tree (two application/year) : 500gm/palm per each application
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